harder. Greg said, “So, you’re OK with it?” She nodded and then asked, “We’re good, yes?” He gave her a thumbs-up as she left the room.

Todd, who is relatively new at his company, decided to talk with Suzann, the HR manager. He began the conversation by telling her that he is feeling overwhelmed because of all the new systems and processes he needs to master. Suzann responded by describing a time when she remembered feeling the same way and how she worked herself into a frenzy because of it. Todd was amazed. “But you are so talented,” he said. “How did you get to where you are today?” Suzann sat back and smiled, “Todd, it took lots of hard work, asking questions, and being open to learning.”

Like Mark, Mika, and Greg, many of us

Many people seem to be writing about the need for good conversation these days. It’s no secret that people are doing less and less of it, especially with more and more people texting, multitasking, and going virtual. If this sounds like you, you may have already discovered that having a really good conversation is a challenge.

Consider Mark, who used to have good conversations. Before the reduced headcount and push to do more with less, he stopped people in the corridor to chat, had lunch with colleagues in the cafeteria, and made sure that there was time on the agenda for substantive conversation about issues. Now he feels there are not enough hours in the day.

Mika used to have conversations too, although it is hard for her to remember when. She spends her workdays in virtual space connecting with her colleagues across the globe. Few people in the office know who she is.

Greg meant to engage in conversation when he gave Amy feedback on her performance, but their meeting started 10 minutes late. Instead, he talked about Amy’s results and showed her the numbers. She asked a few questions about what various items meant. When Greg asked her how she felt about it, she really didn’t know but told him that she understood why she had the results she did and that she would try harder. Greg said, “So, you’re OK with it?” She nodded and then asked, “We’re good, yes?” He gave her a thumbs-up as she left the room.

Todd, who is relatively new at his company, decided to talk with Suzann, the HR manager. He began the conversation by telling her that he is feeling overwhelmed because of all the new systems and processes he needs to master. Suzann responded by describing a time when she remembered feeling the same way and how she worked herself into a frenzy because of it. Todd was amazed. “But you are so talented,” he said. “How did you get to where you are today?” Suzann sat back and smiled, “Todd, it took lots of hard work, asking questions, and being open to learning.”

Like Mark, Mika, and Greg, many of us
get caught up in the time trap. It becomes our excuse for not doing many things, including having good conversations. Greg knows better, but succumbed to the pressures of time.

**Good conversations**
We connect faster and smarter than ever across time, space, and distance and yet remain unconnected. We often think we are having a conversation when we really aren’t. We connect at meetings or through office text and email and end up knowing about each other but not really knowing each other.

Although well intentioned, we increasingly find that our conversations have become one-way communications—a series of sound bites, quick transactions, and interactive exchanges. Lack of trust is the price we pay. It negatively affects morale, learning, and productivity.

It is difficult to have a good conversation without trust. On the other hand, it is trust that sets us up for good conversation. The biggest hurdle for most people is learning to trust themselves to enter conversation on a meaningful level. When trust exists, there is openness, honesty, candor, and a willingness to be vulnerable with others. When people trust each other they learn from each other, leverage their individual knowledge, and create shared meaning together. They are able to challenge each other’s thinking in a spirit of understanding and acceptance.

**The conversation continuum**
Leadership Development Services LLC developed a continuum, the Levels of Conversation model, which illustrates that trust and learning expand relative to the level of conversation that takes place in a relationship. The five levels are monologue, transaction, interactions, collaborative engagement, and dialogue.

**Monologue.** Essentially this is a non-conversation. It shut down, rather than invites, conversation. It doesn’t build trust or promote learning. One person claims the airspace for storytelling, lecturing, or expounding, drowning out other voices.

**Transaction.** Most people engage in transaction when they mean to be in a conversation. As in Mika’s case, the conversation goes back and forth but remains on the surface. For example, “Have you analyzed the data yet?” and “How are you doing on that project?”

**Interaction.** This is a useful information exchange and approximates conversation, but still skims the surface. Greg asked Amy for her opinion, but didn’t have the time to really engage with her in conversation.

**Collaborative engagement.** Good conversation lives above the dotted line. With the move to collaborative engagement the quality of the interaction shifts. This is where deeper insight and reflection take place because there is more trust and each person is willing to be vulnerable. As in Todd and Suzann’s case, there is mutual trust, and learning can accelerate to a new level.

Although well-intentioned, we increasingly find that our conversations have become one-way communications—a series of sound bites, quick transactions, and interactive exchanges.

**Dialogue.** When conversation becomes dialogue, shared understanding emerges and mutual learning takes place. Because trust is high there is no defensiveness. Conversation is open. Differing perspectives emerge and the thinking of each person engaged in the dialogue expands. For example, “What are your thoughts about that?” and “Do you see it differently? Your perspective is so interesting.”

As you move along the conversation continuum, trust and learning grow and the capacity for learning increases. So how can you advance the conversation?

• Have a conversation with yourself. Reflect on conversations you’ve had recently. Where do you find yourself spending most of your time on the conversation continuum?

• Now think about the last time you had a really good conversation. Try to identify a dozen descriptors for your good conversation. Let them become your personal ground rules for making sure you have good conversations.

• Reflect again on the conversations you had recently. Now consider what it is you need to do more of. What do you need to do less of?

• Set up some ground rules for when you hold meetings.

• Reflect on your most recent staff or team meeting. What was the level of conversation that took place at that meeting?

• Hold a team conversation about conversation. What do you need to do more of as a group to make sure that there is some good conversation taking place during your meetings?

• Hold yourself accountable.

• Just being in conversation isn’t sufficient. Good conversations promote learning and trust, so you need to stay in conversation. It requires intention, attention, and self-accountability. When time and work pressures become an issue, or you find yourself always online, conversations often become non-conversations and imperceptibly shift to transaction.

• Refer to your personal list of criteria for good conversation once a day for 21 days. This list will serve as a helpful reminder and accountability mechanism, and good conversation will become a personal habit.
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